Conference fees (lunch and dinner not included)
35 Euro one day conference registration
75 Euro three days conference. People up to 25 years
95 Euro three days conference. People over 25 years
30 Euro social dinner on October 5, 2013

Bank transfer payment to (please confirm the payment the following email address: zetafrancis@yahoo.it)
Associazione Italiana di Orgonomia Code BIC Swift UNCRITM1K57 Unicredit Ag. Paternò (ITALIA-95047-CT)- IBAN IT12 B02008 84111 000102435695
Registered office: Ragalna, via Rosario 9 - 95030 (CT). Info: Tel.338-4921823 - 095-620841 email: zetafrancis@yahoo.it
Friday, October 4, 2013

8.50 - 9.00 - Welcome from the Conference's organizer
9.00 - 9.15 - Morton Herskowitz, DO (Video greetings)
9.15 - 9.55 - Philip Bennett, PhD - What is Orgonomy?
9.55 - 10.35 - Conny Huthsteiner, MD - Psychiatric Orgone therapy
10.35 - 10.45 - Break
10.45 - 11.25 - Hugh Brenner, FNP - The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. The use and misuse of psychiatric orgone therapy in pediatric population
11.25 - 12.10 - Roberto Maglione, MSoc - Recovering natural atmospheric pulsation from Reich to present days
12.10 - 12.50 - James DeMeo, PhD - Field experiments with the Reich cloudbuster, for drought and desert greening. Success and problems
12.50 - 14.00 - Lunch break
14.00 - 14.40 - Stephen Simonian, MD - Schizophrenia: an orgonomic perspective.
14.40 - 15.00 - Round table discussion: all presenters and audience
15.00 - 15.40 - Jorgos Kavouras, MD - Combination of psychiatric and physical orgone therapy (Orac and Dorbuster)
15.40 - 16.20 - Peter Robbins, BSA - W. Reich and UFOs - Part 1: Cloudbusting and the origin of Reich's interest in Unidentified Flying Objects
16.20 - 16.30 - Break
16.30 - 17.10 - Renata Reich Moise, CNM - Gentle support during pregnancy and birth
17.10 - 17.50 - Tina Lindemann, MD - The use of the orgone energy accumulator, of the Reich medical Dorbuster, in the practical clinic, also with cancerous patients
17.50 - 18.00 - Break
18.00 - 18.40 - Peter Jones, OB - The Reich blood test
18.40 - 19.20 - Wendy Kohli, PhD - Selfregulation and education
19.20 - 20.20 - Dinner break
20.30 - 23.30 - Presentation and showing of the film 'The strange case of Wilhelm Reich' - of Antonin Svetob

Saturday, October 5, 2013

9.00 - 9.40 - Renata Reich Moise, CNM - Birth as transformative experience
9.40 - 10.20 - Philip Bennett, PhD - Orgonomic infant research center and its historical contest
10.20 - 10.35 - Break
10.35 - 11.15 - Tina Lindemann, MD - The emotional plague today
11.15 - 11.55 - Roberto Maglione, MSoc - Methods and procedures in biophysical orgonometry
11.55 - 12.10 - Break
12.10 - 12.50 - Conny Huthsteiner, MD - Moving towards life energy. Changing concept of energy, since 1955
12.50 - 14.00 - Lunch break
14.00 - 15.00 - Armando Vecchietti, MbioSc - Cancerous process and early cancer diagnosis. Use of the orgone accumulator of Reich
15.00 - 15.20 - Round table discussion - all the presenters and audience
15.20 - 16.00 - Jorgos Kavouras, MD - The use of physical orgone therapy (Orac and Dorbuster) as powerful medical devices in everyday clinic over more than 15 years
16.00 - 16.40 - James DeMeo, PhD - Laboratory evaluations and prove of Reich's orgone energy. To-t: Electroscopes, changed water and Vacuum
16.40 - 17.20 - Peter Robbins, BSA - W. Reich and UFOs - Part 2: A concise history of W. Reich involvement and conclusion about UFOs
17.20 - 17.30 - Break
17.30 - 18.10 - Hugh Brenner, FNP - Where do we go from here: discussions on research directions in Orgonomy
18.10 - 18.50 - Stephen Simonian, MD - Psychiatry minus Reich = Physic minus Einstein
18.50 - 19.30 - Peter Jones, OB - The Bions
19.30 - 20.30 - Round table discussion: all presenters and audience
21.00 - Social dinner
Sunday, 6 October, 2013
9.00 - 9.40 - Hugh Brenner, FPNP - Opening the eyes
9.40 - 10.20 - Stephen Simonian, MD - Central importance of orgasm theory in psychiatric orgone therapy
10.20 - 10.35 - Break
10.35 - 11.15 - Jorgos Kavouras, MD - The new medicine: Reich’s contribution to holistic medicine
11.15 - 11.55 - Conny Huthsteiner, MD - Love, sexuality, God and family life
11.55 - 12.10 - Break
12.10 - 12.50 - Philip Bennett, PhD - W. Reich’s social and political activities. An overview
12.50 - 14.00 - Lunch break
14.00 - 14.40 - Tina Lindemann, MD - My personal experience working with medical orgonomic therapy
14.40 - 15.00 - Round table discussion: all presenters and audience
15.00 - 15.40 - Peter Jones, OB - Orgone-therapeutic support in labour
15.40 - 16.20 - Peter Robbins, BSA - Final thoughts on W. Reich and UFOs, and an account of USAF’s military application of cloudbuster technology
16.20 - 17.00 - James DeMeo, PhD - Sahara: a crosscultural proof of Reich’s sexeconomic theory and origin of violence question
17.00 - 17.10 - Break
17.10 - 17.50 - Philip Bennett, PhD - What is work democracy?
17.50 - 18.30 - Renata Reich Nose, CNM - Self-regulation within the real world, growing up as the granddaughter of W. Reich
18.30 - 19.30 - Round table discussion: all presenters and audience
19.30 - 19.45 - Closing remarks

Conference fees (lunch and dinner not included)
35 Euro one day conference registration
75 Euro three days conference. People up to 25 years
95 Euro three days conference. People over 25 years
30 Euro social dinner on October 5, 2013

Lodging information
www.sansistoroma.it tel. 06-77205173 - via Druso 2, 00184 Rome
www.casabacciarini.com tel. 06-39746212 - via Bernardino Telesio 4a, 00195 Rome

Bank transfer payment to
Associazione Italiana di Orgonomia
Code BIC Swift UNCRITM1K57 Unicredit Ag. Paternò (ITALIA - 95047 - CT) - IBAN IT12 B02008 84111 000102435695
Please confirm the payment to the following email address: zetafrancis@yahoo.it